Domestic Violence Courts
Components and Considerations

In May 2000, the Judicial Council of California released a legislatively mandated descriptive study of the state’s domestic violence courts. While the study revealed certain common practices among domestic violence courts, it also revealed that this is an emerging field that has yet to produce a particular model of court practice or procedure. By focusing on those courts indicating that they assign judicial officers to a special domestic violence calendar, exclusively or as part of a mixed caseload, and regardless of the specific models and practices they followed, the California study determined that at the time of the report the state had 39 domestic violence courts in 51 of its 58 counties. In a 1998 survey that identified courts employing “specialized process[ing] practices for domestic violence cases,” the National Center for State Courts found that there were more than 200 such courts throughout the United States.

Although many different civil and criminal courts handle domestic violence cases, interest in establishing specialized domestic violence courts is increasing as the judicial system and legislatures continue to explore better ways of addressing intimate partner violence. Consequently, this is a particularly important time to carefully consider domestic violence court practice and procedure so that innovations reflect an understanding and commitment to safety, accountability, and guiding legal principles. This article further explores issues raised in the California study and considers what obligations domestic violence courts have to litigants and the larger community.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE COURTS: WHAT ARE THEY, AND WHAT DO THEY DO?

Although there is no single definition of a “domestic violence court,” the specialized approach many courts are taking to handle domestic violence matters has received increased attention in recent years. Various jurisdictions have established “domestic violence courts” that hear either criminal or civil matters or a combination of both. Some communities have also established juvenile domestic violence courts that address perpetration of violence by those under 18. While there is significant variation in how these courts are structured, they have a number of important similarities that enable domestic violence courts to identify themselves as separate and distinct from other courts. Whether calendars are civil or criminal, in domestic violence courts particular attention is paid to how cases are assigned, the need to screen for related cases, who performs intake-unit functions, what types of services are provided to victims and perpetrators, and the importance of monitoring respondents or defendants. This article addresses those courts seeking to be identified in the community as domestic violence courts.

In some jurisdictions, all domestic violence matters of a particular type—for example, felony assault and battery cases—may be handled by the specialized calendar. In other places, domestic violence matters may be combined in a court that handles both criminal and civil domestic violence matters on the same docket. Throughout
the country, domestic violence courts handle a wide variety of cases including criminal misdemeanor and felony assault and battery, child custody, juvenile and other family law matters, and civil restraining orders. This wide variety has developed in large part because domestic violence may be an issue in any of these subject-matter areas. Most nonspecialized courts, however, do not have ways of identifying "domestic violence cases" or methods of ensuring that court personnel know when related cases are active or pending in the court system. Therefore, one of the features of many domestic violence courts is a screening process that allows court personnel to identify related cases as well as to initially identify a case as one involving domestic violence.7

By definition, specialized courts require dedicated resources, especially facility space and specialized court personnel. For many communities, the lack of these particular resources serves as one of the significant obstacles preventing the establishment of domestic violence specialty courts.

**WHY SHOULD COURTS FOCUS ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE?**

Domestic violence is a serious public health problem that requires intervention from a variety of institutions. Recent research indicates that 25 percent of women and 7.6 percent of men surveyed have experienced some form of physical assault or rape by an intimate partner during their lifetimes.8 In 1993, California's Statewide Office of Family Court Services' Statewide Uniform Statistical Reporting System (SU SRS) reported that in 62 percent of the 2,735 families participating in court-based child custody mediation, at least one parent stated that there had been physical violence at some point in the relationship with the other parent.9 Additionally, in half of all mediating cases, a domestic violence restraining order had been granted at some point.10 At least one parent in 49 percent of all families seen in mediation also reported that their children had witnessed incidents of violence in their families.11 For many people, the court is one of the community institutions to which they turn for assistance when they experience intimate partner violence.

However compelling the statistics, they are not the only reason courts need to focus on domestic violence. Deborah Epstein provides two reasons domestic violence should be prioritized in efforts to reform courts: first, "domestic violence is rarely a one-time event, and without effective intervention, it typically increases in frequency and severity over time."12 Courts are well positioned to offer immediate, strong, and enforceable responses to violence that may make it less likely that further violence will occur. Second, children are often harmed by adults who are battering other adults and may also be affected by the violence being directed only at another adult in the family.13 Many states have enacted legislation requiring that courts focus on the best interest of children and have specifically noted that violence and abuse are contrary to the best interest of children.14 Additionally, the fact of violence, if not acknowledged or addressed, can create an unsafe environment for court-connected personnel as well as litigants. Screening for domestic violence, combined with immediate and appropriate referrals, can enhance the safety of parties and court personnel. So, given that courts need to be addressing domestic violence, what is the most effective way for courts—specifically, emerging specialty courts—to respond?

**EMERGENCE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE COURTS**

There may be a tendency to relate the emergence of domestic violence courts to the establishment of other specialty courts, such as drug courts. Both specialty courts represent recent judicial innovations designed to better respond to significant individual and community problems.15 Both often use a "team approach" involving the judge, prosecutor, defense counsel, treatment or intervention provider, and probation or correctional personnel.16 By considering them as close developments, however, we may neglect the particular context in which domestic violence courts have developed and the unique considerations that must be taken into account in addressing intimate partner abuse and violence.

For example, in domestic violence matters, unlike most drug court cases, the court must contend with both a victim and a perpetrator and, frequently, their children. Knowing this, the judge has the challenge of fashioning a response that holds the perpetrator accountable while simultaneously enhancing the victim's safety, since the litigants may be dependent upon each other for financial support or have reason to be in contact in the future. Treatment programs that address a range of issues are often considered appropriate in drug court and in domestic violence court. However, if a domestic violence court utilizes interventions that focus on treatment at the expense of accountability, it is possible that the dangerousness associated with domestic violence will be minimized. Additionally, as Andrew Klein has noted:

"One reason drug courts are successful is that apart from anything else, they represent a sane alternative to draconian minimum mandatory drug laws. No one, I think, could realistically describe enforcement of domestic violence laws as draconian."17
The nature of domestic violence and the significant role courts can play in intervening in domestic violence cases require that careful consideration be given to what makes these courts different from other courts generally and other specialty courts specifically.

COORDINATED COMMUNITY RESPONSES

In an effort to expand the number of institutions that are responsive to domestic violence concerns, battered women’s advocates have been working for years with community institutions to improve the way in which police departments, hospitals, mental health services, and courts work with victims and their families. These efforts have in large part been focused on improving coordination and communication, because up until recently, in almost all jurisdictions, there was a significant lack of coordination and systemic response to intimate partner violence that probably put many victims at greater risk. The lack of communication, coordination, cooperation, and understanding among various agencies meant that there were few standards, little consistency, and even less institutional accountability to the community. To counter these deficiencies, efforts to establish “coordinated community responses” developed and were perceived as one significant way to address these problems. The Duluth Abuse Intervention Project, which includes a strong arrest, prosecution, and probation component combined with victim services, is one of the most well-known examples of a coordinated community response.

As is true currently with domestic violence courts, coordinated efforts take a variety of forms. Hart identifies the following approaches:

- Community partnering, which involves creation of work plans and utilizes coalitions
- Community intervention projects, which differ from community partnering largely insofar as they provide direct services to batterers from entry through exit from the justice system
- Task forces or coordinating councils, which generally provide assessments of community needs and recommendations for changes
- Training, technical assistance projects, and community organizing initiatives

Often, coordinated efforts emerge as a result of high-profile domestic violence cases; other times they result from political pressure or increased awareness of domestic violence as a result of research or policy changes. Given the legal recourse they provide, courts were always considered an essential component of a successful coordinated community response. In some communities, judicial leadership has resulted in formation of coordinating councils, and other coalitions or councils have benefited from the participation of judicial officers and other court-connected personnel.

Ideally, a successful, coordinated community effort sends the message that victims will be protected and that battering is dangerous and needs to be stopped. Because courts can offer legal remedies that can enhance safety (restraining orders and parenting plans) and increase accountability (contempt charges, arrest, prosecution), they are vitally important. However, to be most effective, courts need batterer intervention programs, probation departments, shelters, counseling services for victims, and supervised visitation programs. If those services are unavailable or not part of the coordinated effort to prevent violence, even the most committed court will have a difficult time addressing domestic violence.

Coordination within courts is just as important as coordination between community organizations and courts. Proponents of effective court practice note the importance for victim safety of coordinating cases within the justice system and have recommended that “family violence coordinators” be hired to work within court systems to coordinate and manage court processes. Therefore, dedicated domestic violence courts have, in large part, grown out of the push for coordinated community responses and those efforts geared specifically at improving court practice.

As more courts consider participating in coordinated community responses by establishing domestic violence courts, it may be useful to consider two important questions:

- Given that we are in a period of transition and experimentation, how can courts integrate various guiding principles of intervention to handle domestic violence matters most effectively?
- If a community declares itself as having a domestic violence court, what responsibilities does that court have to litigants and the community at large?

This article draws upon the thinking generated by advocates and researchers to suggest that when courts make the decision to establish or identify themselves as “domestic violence courts,” they have a particular set of obligations that need to be addressed. By carefully considering that responsibility and the tensions that domestic violence courts will experience, communities may be more likely to produce courts that are responsive and representative of more effective responses to domestic violence.
G U I D I N G P R I N C I P L E S O F I N T E R V E N T I O N

The movement to end domestic violence has consistently advocated adherence to two central principles of intervention: (1) enhance victim safety and (2) ensure batterer accountability. Regardless of whether a doctor, family member, employer, or law enforcement officer is intervening, these two principles are considered paramount. The consequences of ignoring either victim safety or batterer accountability may be dire. For example, focusing only on punishing or rehabilitating a perpetrator of a domestic violence crime may unintentionally place a victim at greater risk of additional harm if professionals do not take into consideration the effects on the victim of the criminal procedure. Likewise, if interventions only focus on individual victim safety and fail to hold batterers accountable for their behavior, it is unlikely that the batterer will stop being abusive or violent. While these principles may seem obvious on their face, in practice addressing both these concerns can be challenging and require a great deal of thought and planning.

For many years, victim advocates have sought to ensure that courts utilize these guiding principles in intervening in domestic violence cases. Courts have not always been perceived as being sensitive to the significant impact they have on victim safety or batterer accountability. In fact, the law historically provided little or no recourse for those experiencing intimate partner violence. Today, while significant statutory improvements and improved court practice combine to create more legal remedies and better outcomes, some courts are still criticized for not consistently being responsive enough to both safety and accountability.

Moreover, the judicial system has its own set of “guiding principles” that may at times appear to be at odds with those evinced by the domestic violence advocacy community. In a criminal law context, for example, “getting tough” on domestic violence has in many jurisdictions meant adoption of a “no-drop policy” supporting prosecution of perpetrators regardless of whether or not a victim agrees to cooperate with the process. One could argue that this approach recognizes that the dynamics of domestic violence are such that perpetrators may try to coerce their partners into not cooperating with prosecutors. By developing an approach that makes victims less responsible for pursuing the case, the focus is more appropriately placed on the criminal behavior and the accused. However, this approach may also elevate perpetrator accountability over and above victim safety, as it ignores the fact that a victim may not want to participate in criminal justice proceedings out of genuine concern for her well-being. Therefore, the criminal court that wants to focus on a strong response to illegal behavior regardless of whether it occurs within the context of an intimate partner relationship and seeks to be responsive to victim safety has the responsibility of ensuring that victim services are available, responsive, and accessible. By doing so, it is more likely to be integrating each guiding principle.

In child custody matters, family courts have been guided by another set of principles that may conflict with victim safety. For example, frequent and meaningful parent-child contact is often encouraged, but it also can interfere with a parent’s safety if it requires contact with an abusive ex-spouse. Similarly, courts utilizing the best-interest-of-the-child standard may have significant discretion in determining how to weigh evidence or allegations of acts of domestic violence in awarding custody. Those states that have implemented rebuttable presumptions in this context have indicated the significant role evidence of domestic violence should take in this process. Nonetheless, there is generally significant room for courts to determine various outcomes in handling these matters.

Given the discretionary nature of the principle, in considering a child’s best interest in the face of evidence of domestic violence, a court may come to a variety of conclusions. This reality can lead to one of the most problematic outcomes for mothers who are accessing domestic violence courts in family matters: the “bait-and-switch” phenomenon. In this scenario, a mother experiencing domestic violence seeks recourse in the family court. The court, faced with the need to make a decision regarding child custody, considers both parties’ behavior and decisions within the context of the relationship. At this point, it may become clear that the mother has stayed in the relationship in the face of violence and abuse. Even though her decision to access the court suggests an interest in separating from the violence, court-connected personnel and judicial officers may still be asking themselves the ever-present question: Why does she stay?

If judges or court personnel answer that question by focusing on the victim, the case may end up being referred to dependency court or child protective services and be considered as a “failure-to-protect” matter. From the court’s standpoint, there may be genuine concern about a child’s well-being for a number of reasons. For example, the court may have evidence of an abused parent’s drug use, a victim/mother may have failed to appear for a restraining order hearing, or the court may want to enable the family to avail themselves of the additional resources for families in court. However, in this scenario, from the standpoint of the victim the guiding principle of “best interest of the child” ultimately pits the state against a
mother who chose to access the court system. The system at this point is positioned to intervene and focus not on the domestic violence that has been perpetrated, but on what is perceived by the court as the mother’s inappropriate response. In other words, the mother has come to the domestic violence court to report domestic violence, the court says it focuses on domestic violence, and yet, from the woman’s standpoint, the focus switches to her ability to prevent the batterer from harming the children. From there, it quickly becomes an assessment of the best interest of her children that does not include an understanding of the dynamics of domestic violence. Not only will this type of outcome pose a problem in individual cases, but it may also create a situation in which help-seeking by the community decreases. Courts need to figure out how to be cognizant of this problem and, through training and development of protocols, implement practices that reflect an understanding of the need to support the best interest of children by integrating notions of safety for victims and accountability for perpetrators into decision making.  

A third area in which principles of intervention may conflict is the role that therapeutic jurisprudence may play in domestic violence specialty courts. By definition, domestic violence generally involves criminal acts between intimates, which may pose something of a conundrum for courts. In addressing the criminal aspect of a case, the court may neglect the fact that the parties may have a history and perhaps a future together, especially if they have children. At the same time, if the court places undue emphasis on the fact that the litigants have had a relationship, the seriousness of the criminal behavior and the accountability of the perpetrator may be inappropriately minimized. The possibility of this happening is of greatest concern when notions of therapeutic jurisprudence are inappropriately applied to domestic violence courts. Like drug courts, domestic violence courts may have therapeutic benefits insofar as they employ their knowledge and experience in administering the court. Second, some courts use a “combined calendar” in which both civil and criminal domestic violence matters are heard. Other courts assign a certain segment of domestic violence cases (for example, all felonies) to a particular judicial officer. There are family courts that reserve a portion of the calendar each week for hearing child custody matters that involve domestic violence restraining orders and others that hear all domestic violence child custody matters. Which cases are assigned to which courts has significant implications for domestic violence victims, perpetrators, and children involved in these proceedings.

For several reasons, there are potentially tremendous benefits in assigning cases to a dedicated calendar. First, the specialized personnel assigned to these calendars become intimately familiar with the complexities of domestic violence matters. Judicial officers, law enforcement personnel, and social services staff who work in these courts develop an expertise or specialty that can provide significant satisfaction as they employ their knowledge and experience in administering the court. Second, there is greater likelihood of consistency in orders. If the court becomes specialized and demonstrates an understanding of the complexities associated with these cases, it is more likely that the community will perceive that consistency as the court taking domestic violence matters seriously. Third, it may be more efficient for the various service providers who appear in domestic violence court to know that on a particular day and at a particular time a specific group of professionals will be addressing domestic violence-related cases. Otherwise, representatives may find themselves waiting as non-domestic violence cases are handled just in case a matter requires their expertise.

**DOMESTIC VIOLENCE COURTS: COMPONENTS AND CONSIDERATIONS**

In considering how notions of safety and accountability might most effectively be integrated into specialty courts, it is useful to address each component of domestic violence courts: case assignment, screening, intake, service provision, and monitoring. Each of these aspects of domestic violence courts is considered and discussed in greater detail in the remainder of this article. The table on page 28 provides a way of analyzing these components and various considerations, posing questions that courts may contemplate as they assess their ability to provide safe and accountable procedures.

**CASE ASSIGNMENT**

One of the distinguishing features of domestic violence courts is the assignment of cases to specialized judges and the use of specialized personnel. Some courts use a “combined calendar” in which both civil and criminal domestic violence matters are heard. Other courts assign a certain segment of domestic violence cases (for example, all felonies) to a particular judicial officer. There are family courts that reserve a portion of the calendar each week for hearing child custody matters that involve domestic violence restraining orders and others that hear all domestic violence child custody matters. Which cases are assigned to which courts has significant implications for domestic violence victims, perpetrators, and children involved in these proceedings. For several reasons, there are potentially tremendous benefits in assigning cases to a dedicated calendar. First, the specialized personnel assigned to these calendars become intimately familiar with the complexities of domestic violence matters. Judicial officers, law enforcement personnel, and social services staff who work in these courts develop an expertise or specialty that can provide significant satisfaction as they employ their knowledge and experience in administering the court. Second, there is greater likelihood of consistency in orders. If the court becomes specialized and demonstrates an understanding of the complexities associated with these cases, it is more likely that the community will perceive that consistency as the court taking domestic violence matters seriously. Third, it may be more efficient for the various service providers who appear in domestic violence court to know that on a particular day and at a particular time a specific group of professionals will be addressing domestic violence-related cases. Otherwise, representatives may find themselves waiting as non-domestic violence cases are handled just in case a matter requires their expertise.
## Domestic Violence Courts: Components and Considerations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Assignment to a Domestic Violence Court or Specialized Calendar</th>
<th>Separate Courts</th>
<th>Process and Procedures</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Addressing Safety and Accountability</th>
<th>Effects on Community Relations</th>
<th>Effects on Court Personnel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is the separate court comparably funded?</td>
<td>Are cases moving at a pace that is responsive to victim safety and conducive to holding batterers accountable? Are orders more consistent? Are appropriate local service providers available to assist litigants?</td>
<td>Are outcomes measured in the separate domestic violence court, and if so, how? Are reports of &quot;success&quot; accurate?</td>
<td>Are protocols in place for case assignment so that information sharing supports the nonoffending parent and addresses victim and child safety?</td>
<td>Does the community perceive that the court takes domestic violence seriously? Do local service providers find the dedicated court responsive, accessible?</td>
<td>Are backup personnel available for court-connected professionals and judicial officers? Is there mentoring/support for judicial officers and personnel? Is it more or less appealing to be assigned here?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Screening for Domestic Violence and for Related Cases | Is screening done on only those cases assigned to the separate court? | Is screening for domestic violence and for related cases done throughout the life of a case? | Are screening mechanisms being reviewed to determine effectiveness? | Is screening resulting in discovery of related cases? Are more consistent orders resulting? | Is it clear to the community why screening for domestic violence and related cases is beneficial? | Are court personnel being trained and supported to screen? |

| Intake Unit | Is there a specialized intake unit with trained personnel? | Are intake personnel well trained on procedures that enhance safety? | Are outcomes being measured? | Is the intake unit well versed in protecting confidential addresses and taking other precautionary measures to protect safety? | Is the intake unit perceived as being accessible? | Do specialized personnel have backup? |

| Service Provision | Are safe, appropriate, and accessible resources available in the separate courts? Do litigants in non-domestic violence courts receive similar assistance if needed? | Are services mandatory where appropriate and available/optional where mandatory services would not be appropriate? | Are services accessible financially, physically, culturally, and linguistically? | Are the programs to which the court makes referrals safe and accessible, and do they reflect best practices? | Are services developed/offered in conjunction with the local community? | Are opportunities available for multidisciplinary teams, cross-training, coordination between services? |

| Monitoring | Is monitoring different in the domestic violence court than in other courts? If so, is it more or less strict? | Is monitoring increasing compliance with court orders? Decreasing incidents of battering and abuse? | Does the monitoring agency consider victim safety? Are standards in place and are they followed? | Are monitoring systems set up to coordinate with local batterer and victim advocacy programs? | Are resources available for frequent monitoring? |
In this way, community relations may be improved as the court can offer a more efficient and organized opportunity for service providers to assist the court.

The very act of creating a separate domestic violence court simultaneously creates one of the biggest potential benefits and one of the biggest potential disadvantages. In criminal matters, by separating domestic violence from other criminal cases, the judicial system is drawing attention to the fact that domestic violence is different from other crimes. The differences are significant in that the criminal justice system has traditionally been focused on addressing crimes between strangers, not people who may continue to have a relationship or who have children in common. There can be a great deal of value for victims if a criminal court understands this difference and provides court-connected services and personnel that can identify resources and respond accordingly.

However, separate courts may result in what has been described as an “overreaction to… uniqueness.”34 Durham posits that compelled testimony and “victim-in-charge” policies developed specifically to address the particular characteristics of domestic violence cases, create a situation in which the focus is on the victim or survivor and not on the perpetrator. She suggests that, in order for courts to be effective, support for the victim must be provided, the criminal justice must be accessible, and domestic violence must be treated as a crime and “the abusers as criminal.”35 If the perception is that domestic violence courts are more likely to use “diversion” or “counseling” instead of holding batterers accountable for their behavior, the community will eventually lose faith in the courts’ ability to effectively address domestic violence. If the focus of the criminal justice system moves away from accountability, then it will not be useful or offer an improved process for addressing domestic violence. The danger in establishing separate courts is that domestic violence will be handled “differently”—i.e., less seriously. If “differently” means more attention is paid to the obstacles and barriers to accessing the system, safety and accountability are more likely to be addressed; if “differently” means more lenient, then it is less likely that the courts will be perceived as safe and well positioned to address accountability.

THE NEED FOR RESOURCES

It is important that, in considering how cases get assigned to particular calendars, domestic violence courts pay careful consideration to the arguments that are made to support their establishment. Given the limited resources available to most courts, it may be tempting to make the argument that cases will move more quickly or require fewer judicial and other resources in a specialized court.36 In some instances, this may be accurate and beneficial for the parties and the court. However, it is also true that domestic violence courts may require significant resources. For example, a reallocation of personnel and facility space or an increase in both may be necessary. In making the case for domestic violence courts, policymakers must return to the guiding principles of intervention and consider whether in all cases faster case processing is better for victim safety and batterer accountability. Without data to describe and justify a particular approach, it is difficult to draw conclusions. However, the temptation to argue on behalf of domestic violence courts by downplaying the need for resources needs to be avoided in order to prevent the perpetuation of limited resources for these cases.

Along the same lines, it is important to consider whether or not the very act of separating domestic violence courts from other courts will create a situation in which the domestic violence court is unable to receive the funds it needs to carry out its functions. While many courts struggle with limited resources, there are any number of reasons a separate domestic violence court might find itself in a situation in which it has even fewer resources than already-strapped courts. Despite the number of people appearing on family matters (which often involve allegations of domestic violence), family courts tend to have the fewest resources.37 Those establishing domestic violence courts therefore need to ensure that, by separating domestic violence matters from other matters, the specialty courts do not become marginalized or under-resourced. By assigning domestic violence cases to a separate calendar and not funding the specialty court accordingly, courts risk lending support to the notion that domestic violence court is a less desirable assignment than other criminal or civil calendars. Given the various resources that are needed in these cases, separate courts that are inadequately funded are unlikely to be able to respond to domestic violence in a way that is accountable to the larger community.

Personnel resources must also be considered. As domestic violence courts make use of specialized personnel, it is important that (1) training be available for all court personnel and (2) plans be made for inevitable absences and personnel changes. Because domestic violence will not always be immediately identified and all domestic violence matters will not automatically find their way to domestic violence court, it is useful to have as many court-connected personnel trained to recognize and respond appropriately when these issues present themselves. Additionally, assigning specialized personnel to a domestic violence docket requires the availability of backup personnel. Too often a change in leadership or assignment creates a crisis in the court and the community...
because the particular approaches used by that judicial officer and associated court personnel are not institutionalized. Some of that can be avoided if provisions are made for the inevitable absence or unavailability of specialized personnel.38

**EFFECTS ON COURT PERSONNEL**

It is also important to consider the effect a specialized assignment may have on people who may be working with domestic violence cases exclusively. While there is significant concern among some judicial officers that the emotional and complex nature of these cases may contribute to personnel experiencing “burnout,” court personnel also report that they derive significant satisfaction from working on a dedicated domestic violence calendar.39 To avoid burnout, those jurisdictions that have a consistent team of people working in the dedicated court may be able to form a network of colleagues who can assist in the administration of the specialty court. Others may benefit from increased contact with the community through participation on domestic violence coordinating councils. Still others find satisfaction from consulting with a multidisciplinary team of people working to find solutions that benefit entire families and enable the development of a more systemic approach to the seemingly intractable problems many families present.

**OUTCOMES**

Realistically assessing outcomes is one of the more challenging aspects of domestic violence courts as it is tempting to want to argue that domestic violence courts produce better outcomes. While this may be true, there are a number of questions concerning what constitutes a “better outcome” and how that can best be measured. Some may suggest that using recidivism rates—for example, whether a family appears again in the same court—is a useful way of measuring outcomes. However, not seeing a family in court again may be just as much about their feeling that the court was not responsive as it is about the court intervening successfully. Likewise, measuring success by looking only at whether the batterer successfully completes a batterers program without having a sense of whether or not a victim feels more autonomous and safe may produce exaggerated notions of success. Given the limited resources available to domestic violence courts, many are relying on anecdotal information to measure effectiveness and report a variety of positive outcomes.40 It is critically important that in assessing effectiveness, emphasis be placed on whether victims are, or feel, safer as a result of court intervention. This guiding principle should be employed not only in implementing court processes but also when evaluating outcomes. Additionally, resources need to be made available to courts for data collection and research so that they may be in a better position to evaluate effectiveness with victim safety in mind. Many courts are keenly aware of the limited knowledge they have about their impact and would welcome the opportunity to better understand their processes and procedures.

**SCREENING FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND RELATED CASES**

In domestic violence courts, “screening” may refer to either assessing cases for the occurrence of domestic violence or searching for related cases. Screening for the occurrence of domestic violence is most often done by court-connected personnel (mediators, investigators, or evaluators). This type of screening requires well-trained personnel, adoption of protocols and methods for screening, and significant clarity about the purpose of the screening process. This approach accurately assumes that not all domestic violence matters will be obvious and that domestic violence issues may still be relevant, especially in child custody matters, even when a case is not initially identified as such.

Whether or not a particular court has the resources to screen adequately has significant implications for those experiencing or perpetrating domestic violence. Today, parties are often unrepresented and many families have matters pending in more than one courtroom.41 Parties may not reveal information about domestic violence or related cases out of concern or misunderstanding about what may happen or out of lack of understanding of the court system. At the same time, if a judicial officer or other court-connected personnel, such as a family court services mediator or child custody evaluator, is unaware of related pending cases, it is possible that the family will emerge from the court system with conflicting and possibly unworkable court orders. In that case, it is unlikely that the court will be perceived by the community as accessible or responsive.

An even worse case scenario may be imagined when information is shared about related or pending cases but no protocols are in place to address concerns of safety and accountability. In those cases, it may be that information sharing contributes to, rather than prevents, a victim’s sense of confusion and distrust of the judicial system. The most profound example of this is apparent in the situation described earlier: a victim of domestic violence comes to court seeking protection and recourse as a result of an assault or battery. As a result of screening, additional details on the matter may be gathered and the screener may believe a referral to juvenile court is necessary. If the purposes of the screening were identified initially, the court may be more likely to avoid the situation in which
the victim feels undermined after having shared information in the screening process. For example, the court might clearly state on written questionnaires or intake forms that screening will be done for the purpose of assessing risk to children or to provide more appropriate services. While providing notice does not in and of itself preclude the possibility of a victim of domestic violence being referred to services or other court proceedings (inappropriately, perhaps, from her standpoint), it may prevent petitioners from being surprised by the process or outcome. Other purposes of screening include assessing whether parties can meet together in mediation or evaluation sessions or to determine capacity to negotiate on behalf of oneself in a custody mediation.

**INTAKE UNITS**

Intake units in domestic violence courts relate closely to screening as it is through the intake unit that much of the initial screening takes place. Some courts have established specialized units staffed by personnel with experience in working with victims and perpetrators. The intake unit may serve as “the first point of contact for victims of domestic violence” and staff may help petitioners better understand the court process. Difficulties may arise if these intake units do not include specially trained personnel or individuals who are sensitive to the complexities of these cases. In some jurisdictions, intake staff assist litigants in filling out forms, provide an orientation to the legal system, or escort parties to court and through the courtroom process.

A lack of resources may compel some jurisdictions to consider assigning someone with less domestic violence experience to the intake unit and in so doing run the risk that it is inhospitable to litigants. This can directly affect safety, for if victims perceive the court as inaccessible, they are less likely to reappear or get the help they need when they do initiate or participate in court proceedings.

Personnel training is crucial. For example, it is essential that staff understand the importance of maintaining confidential addresses and that they have information about additional community resources. Intake units need to be physically, culturally, and linguistically accessible so that people from a variety of communities will be able to utilize the court.

In many ways, the intake center is the center of the domestic violence court and has the greatest potential to shape litigants’ experiences. As has been noted,

An effective domestic violence intake center must serve as the point of entry for all domestic violence complainants in civil and criminal cases. It should be designed to provide comprehensive services through a coordinated effort of staff.

**SERVICE PROVISION**

One of the more universal features of domestic violence courts is the increased accessibility of social or community services for petitioners and respondents. Many non-specialized courts invite representatives from local counseling and housing services to be available in court when the calendar is called so that individuals may be provided with immediate assistance. Others provide referrals to court-connected personnel, such as child custody mediators or evaluators, who may be able to provide direct assistance or more individually tailored referrals to community agencies. But as a result of the volume of cases and limited resources, not every case is assessed individually, so that those appearing in court may or may not receive tailor-made responses to the host of difficulties they may present. Domestic violence courts, however, tend to offer a range of services for children, parents, victims, and batterers.

People appearing on other calendars may need a variety of services that might be offered only in the domestic violence court. For example, community agencies, including supervised visitation services, counseling programs, and services specifically for children, may have representatives available in domestic violence court to provide information, referrals or direct service. One of the issues to consider in establishing a domestic violence court handling family matters is that if individuals can get certain community services only in domestic violence court, what kind of impact will that have on litigants who are appearing on more general calendars? High-conflict families who may not be experiencing “domestic violence” may still need similar resources; thus, it is worth considering whether cases have to be identified as domestic violence matters in order for certain services to be offered.

One of the challenges associated with service provision in domestic violence courts, civil or criminal, is the question whether mandatory services are appropriate and for whom. Currently, many states require those found to have perpetrated domestic violence to attend a batterers’ program. In most places, these programs provide for group sessions that may last for one year or longer and provide information to the court about compliance with court orders and completion of program requirements. While “success” is defined and measured in a variety of ways by different programs, there is “fairly consistent evidence that [batterers'] treatment ‘works’ on a variety of dimensions and that effects of treatment can be substantial.” Such services are likely to be more beneficial when they follow recognized standards and are culturally and linguistically accessible.

On the other hand, while victims might find counseling programs worthwhile, mandating that victims attend
counseling programs carries significant risk. Any effort to ensure that victims of domestic violence receive assistance must be done in the context of understanding that intimate partner violence involves power and control. When a victim of domestic violence becomes involved in the court system, court-connected personnel need to intervene in a way that acknowledges that in many cases the victims themselves have the greatest understanding of what is necessary for their safety and that of their children. This approach acknowledges and supports the autonomy of adults who happen to have been victimized and can contribute to the process of recovery and empowerment. Court personnel may be able to provide more effective assistance with safety plans and appropriate referrals when they recognize that mandating certain courses of actions for victims may place them in greater jeopardy.49

If services can be offered to support individuals and families, they should be developed primarily by local domestic violence victim service organizations. Courts, especially domestic violence courts, need to be clear about their role and have an understanding of the significant impact they can have on victims and batterers if they send the message that coming to court seeking protection means being required to participate in various programs. Such an approach may have the unintended effect of reinforcing the batterer's belief that the victim is responsible for the violence and that his role is relatively inconsequential, or that if they are both ordered into counseling, they are equally culpable. Courts need to resolve how to best provide services that are accessible and attractive to those who may benefit from them without using the power and control tactics with which the victim is already familiar.

Social service agencies should also be considered in terms of their willingness and ability to comply with local rules, standards of practice, professional ethics, and other recommendations for best practices. Even if courts do not perceive that they have a formal relationship with local social service agencies, for litigants the distinction between "court-connected" and "court-referred" may be inconsequential. Domestic violence courts should become familiar with the various resources that exist. One way of doing this is for courts to participate on coordinating councils and local coalitions so that personnel learn about local organizations. Additionally, by subscribing to newsletters and staying current on social science information, court personnel may be better equipped to discuss best practices with local agencies and emerge as leaders in the area.

**MONITORING**

In many ways, once a court has issued an order in a case, the court has completed its job and must leave the enforcement of that order to other players, such as police or sheriff departments. There are instances, however, in which courts stay involved in cases even after orders have been made. In these instances, the challenge for the court is how to create orders that will be complied with while at the same time not creating a situation in which courts are serving as long-term case managers. For many years, probation departments have provided supervision or monitoring. Today, many communities use a combination of batterer intervention service providers and probation to monitor batterer compliance with court orders. If a violation occurs, the batterer may find himself back in front of the judge on a probation revocation hearing. Other approaches include frequent monitoring by the judicial officer as well as probation and batterer intervention programs. In these courts, probationers are expected to appear regularly for 30-, 60-, and 90-day meetings with the judicial officer assigned to hear the matter. Recent research indicates "a substantial increase in compliance" with batterers' program requirements when mandatory court monitoring is in place.50

Domestic violence courts also need to take into consideration what happens when individuals, court-connected personnel or litigants, fail to appear. When a calendar is being called, generally there are people in the room at all stages of the process. If the message is that one can fail to appear with few repercussions or that probation officers or other monitoring agencies may not be present, it is less likely that perpetrators will take the authority of the court seriously. How the judicial officer chooses to handle such occurrences can have significant impact on the perceived effectiveness of these courts.

**INTERVENING EFFECTIVELY**

As one of the judicial system's most recent responses to domestic violence, domestic violence courts represent a potentially significant method of handling civil and criminal cases. By identifying domestic violence as a serious community issue that requires dedicated resources, specialized courts can send a strong message about the importance of addressing domestic violence effectively and consistently. However, in order to do so, domestic violence courts need to adhere to the guiding principles of intervention and focus their efforts on enhancing victim safety and ensuring batterer accountability. Domestic violence courts can be faced with a variety of competing notions of intervention. However, by becoming aware of the need to proceed with caution and to carefully consider the implications of identifying itself as a "domestic violence court," the court may be perceived by the larger community as accessible and responsive. At the same time, courts and legislatures need to recognize that success may result in increased caseload and more demands on
the system. Additional resources need to be allocated to support courts handling domestic violence cases and to supporting additional research so that over time, judges, court-connected personnel, and policymakers can develop an even better sense of the most effective and responsive ways for courts to intervene in domestic violence matters.
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